USS Don Johnson – 10306.12

ACTD Chris says:
<<<<Resume Mission>>>>

CSO Adrel says:
::standing next to the SO near the scene, still wondering what the beam was all about::

XO Webster says:
::touches her head, still feeling woozy from the stun::

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::crouching next to the CSO with phaser still out, glances up at her::  CSO:  Sooo... what should we do??

CSO Adrel says:
SO: I think we'll go in, but be cautious. Prepare your phaser.

SO Jala-Sanders says:
CSO:  Ready when you are, ma'am.

XO Webster says:
::attempts to stand, but falls back heavily, landing on the SXO's foot::

SCO Jinxx says:
::lies on the floor moaning from the stun::

CSO Adrel says:
::readies her phaser and walks cautiously to the scene::

SXO Rocks says:
::Falls back on to the floor, and holds his foot::

XO Webster says:
SXO: Stay where you are!  ::attempts to stand again and this time succeeds::

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::stands and slowly follows the CSO, phaser out and pointed at the strangers::

SXO Rocks says:
::Moves himself up against a nearby wall and looks around::

CSO Adrel says:
::points her phaser at the SXO too::

CSO Adrel says:
XO: Help has arrived Cmdr

SCO Jinxx says:
::rolls over and reaches out::

XO Webster says:
CSO: Thank you, Commander.  Shoot either of those two if they so much as stand.

SXO Rocks says:
CSO: Is that really necessary...?

XO Webster says:
SXO: Quiet.  I've had just about enough of you ::is tempted to kick him while he's down::

SCO Jinxx says:
::attempts to push herself up and sees the crowd around her:: All: What happened?

SXO Rocks says:
::Uses the wall for leverage, and slowly gets up::

CSO Adrel says:
SXO: If my superior aims at you, then I'll do it too.

CSO Adrel says:
SO: Check out that one ::points at the SCO::

XO Webster says:
CSO: Commander, fire.  ::points at the SXO::

SXO Rocks says:
CSO: Good for you...mind explaining what you are doing?

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::aims at the SCO::  SCO:  Don't move, please.

CSO Adrel says:
SXO: If you explain what has been going on here these past days?

CSO Adrel says:
XO: You okay?

SCO Jinxx says:
::gets to a sitting position and looks at the SO:SO: I couldn't move if I wanted to, but tell me what is going on here.

XO Webster says:
CSO: I'm fine, but my order was to shoot either of them if they moved.  He is now standing so shoot him!

SXO Rocks says:
CSO: What do you mean what's been going on?

CSO Adrel says:
XO: Aye, cmdr. ::shoots the SXO in the leg::

XO Webster says:
::watches with extreme satisfaction::

SXO Rocks says:
::Falls to the ground holding his leg:: CSO: What the devil is wrong with you woman!! what was that for

SO Jala-Sanders says:
SCO:  You hurt our XO for no reason whatsoever.  Do not move.  ::keeps the phaser trained on the SCO's chest::

SCO Jinxx says:
::sees what is happening and tries to get up:: XO: What do you think you are doing Commander?

XO Webster says:
::limps over to the SCO:: SCO: Maybe it's time for you to answer some questions now.

SO Jala-Sanders says:
SCO:  I said... ::shoots at her foot::  Do not move!

CSO Adrel says:
SXO: Again, let me ask you again, what has been going on the Starbase? The rash?

SCO Jinxx says:
XO: Commander, you will not address a superior officer in that manner! Now, explain yourself.

SXO Rocks says:
::Whispers and sits up:: CSO: Dang women...what are you talking about...what rash?

XO Webster says:
SCO: We are long past the time when you deserved to be treated with respect, Captain ::said sarcastically::

CSO Adrel says:
SXO: Don't move or I'll shoot again. A rash, some of my crewmembers including the XO here got infected.

SXO Rocks says:
CSO: Wait...what's on your neck? oh wait, that's your face. I have no idea, I'm a bit confused, who are you?

SCO Jinxx says:
XO: Commander you are talking in riddles. What's this rash they are talking about?

XO Webster says:
::narrows her eyes as she looks at Jinxx:: SCO: Why are you pretending to not remember anything?

CSO Adrel says:
SXO: Very funny. Another joke like that. Why were there statues one your starbase? Statues placed in strange places? Why was the list of arrivals and departures you sent us different then the one in your database?

XO Webster says:
::overhears Adrel questioning Rocks and wonders if she was a security officer in a prior life::

SCO Jinxx says:
::sits up straighter, the effects of the phaser stun wearing off:: XO: All I remember is getting a message that someone wanted to see me and when I opened the door.....well it's all a blur.

SXO Rocks says:
CSO: We have a bad decorator, you tell me, you seem to know a lot more then I do

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::frowns and moves a bit closer to the XO::  XO:  Sir, what if that beam... did something to their memories?  As if it got rid of whatever it was that was controlling them?

XO Webster says:
SCO: When did you get this message?  Who was it from?

CSO Adrel says:
SXO: You tell me, cmdr. What happened here? ::moves closer to the SXO and points the phaser near the SXO's heart::

SCO Jinxx says:
XO: Ask Rocks, he gave me the message.

SXO Rocks says:
CSO: I can't bloodily well talk if I'm dead ::smiles sweetly::

XO Webster says:
::nods at the SO, indicating she heard her, but responds to Jinxx:: SCO: Your XO?  ::looks at Rocks::  How do you explain your behavior?

CSO Adrel says:
SXO: If you don't talk I'll shoot you, so. When have you arrived here?

SCO Jinxx says:
::leans against the wall:: XO: Rocks was just assigned here a few days ago. I doubt he knows much of anything at this point.

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::glances around, trying to figure out where the beam had come from, phaser still trained on the SCO::

SXO Rocks says:
:: rubs his leg where he was hit:: CSO: I've always been here, when did you get here? shoot me...I can't talk if I'm in pain..and out cold..

XO Webster says:
SCO: Much of anything about what?

SCO Jinxx says:
SO: Oh put that thing down before you hurt someone.

CSO Adrel says:
SO: Watch this one closely. I'll come back to the cmdr. If he moves, shoot .

SXO Rocks says:
CSO: toddles , come back when you have some answers for me

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::looks back at SCO and nods to the CSO::

CSO Adrel says:
::waits for the SO to come by the SXO before she moves towards the SCO::

XO Webster says:
::waves the CSO over to her::


CSO Adrel says:
XO: The SXO is clueless.

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::moves a bit more towards the SXO::

SXO Rocks says:
::Wincing a bit, slowly get up, keeping his hands up::

SCO Jinxx says:
XO: How the heck do I know! As I said, he was just assigned here a few days ago. Came in on the shuttle from...SXO: Where was that shuttle from Rocks? ::looks over in his direction::

XO Webster says:
::snickers:: CSO: I could have told you that.  Never mind him for now.  Is there any way to tell if someone is affected by whatever has been going on around here?

CSO Adrel says:
XO: Not without some hours of study.

SXO Rocks says:
SCO: I'm not sure ma'am, I'm drawing blanks..

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::sighs and shoots at Rocks' foot for moving:;

XO Webster says:
CSO: They ::points to the SCO and SXO:: seem to be different, although the SXO is still a belligerent ... ::stops before she says too much::

SXO Rocks says:
::Moves his foot quickly so not to be shot:: SO: hey, take it easy...just stretching

SCO Jinxx says:
::sees the SO shoot Rocks:: SO: Stop that now!

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::glances at the SCO then at the XO::  XO:  Sir..?

SCO Jinxx says:
XO: Where is your Captain? He can clear this up right?

XO Webster says:
SCO: You are no longer giving the orders here, Captain.  Shoot him if he moves.

CSO Adrel says:
SCO: If you want us to stop, you must answer our questions. When have you arrived?

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::sighs again::  XO:  Yes, sir.

SXO Rocks says:
::sigh:: All: I feel so loved...I'm not going to do anything

SCO Jinxx says:
CSO: Arrived? I've been here for three years. You are losing it my dear.
CSO Adrel says:
SCO: I'm not losing it. You are. Why were there statues everywhere and in weird spots over the base?

XO Webster says:
::listens as Adrel interrogates Jinxx::

SCO Jinxx says:
CSO: Statues? What are you talking about? We don't have any statues here. ::turns to Rocks:: SXO: Do we have statues here?

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::keeps the phaser on the SXO and listens::

CSO Adrel says:
SCO: Know anything about a rash?

SXO Rocks says:
SCO: they keep telling me that, but I don't know, I haven't seen, I can't remember seeing any

SCO Jinxx says:
CSO: Rash? Let's see.....

XO Webster says:
::shakes head:: CSO: We aren't getting anywhere.   Have Tas take Rocks to the brig.  We'll question Jinxx here.

CSO Adrel says:
XO: Indeed. So far they seem to know nothing; as if, they were never here, or like their memory got wiped out.

SXO Rocks says:
XO: you kind of shot my leg, it's a bit hard for me to make it to the brig..

CSO Adrel says:
SO: Take the SXO to the brig and watch closely.

SCO Jinxx says:
CSO: Oh you mean the outbreak of chicken pox that one of the children in the nursery caught from some alien that passed through last week?

XO Webster says:
::ignores Rocks:: SCO: What alien?  What ship was he on?

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::moves towards the SXO and moves to put an arm under his arms to help him walk towards the brig, the phaser poking into his side::  SXO:  Come on, sir.  Orders are orders.

SCO Jinxx says:
XO: Still groggy Commander, can't recall the name at the moment, but you can check the station's logs.

CSO Adrel says:
SCO: Chicken Pox? This is no ordinary Chicken pox if that was it. Because your doctors would have detected it and myself and my CMO would have been able to identify it. If it was Chicken Pox, it mutated.

XO Webster says:
::nods:: SCO: OK, what species?  We can check the manifest.

CSO Adrel says:
XO: The SO has the SB's logs on her PADD.

SXO Rocks says:
::Hops beside the SO:: SO: if you say so

SCO Jinxx says:
XO: Rocks handles that. I believe it happened just after he arrived.

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::stops to take the PADD out of her pocket, handing it over to the CSO before heading to the brig with the SXO::  SXO:  You know, it would be very helpful if you told me what happened in there before I got here.

XO Webster says:
::blinks:: SCO: I would have thought you, as commander of this station, would know everything that goes on.  It seems you are prevaricating, still.  Answer our questions or you will go to the brig, too.

CSO Adrel says:
SO: Thank you, you can carry on with the SXO.

CSO Adrel says:
::hands the PADD to the XO::

SXO Rocks says:
::Shrugs:

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::sighs as they walk, the phaser still on him::  SXO:  Are you telling me that you really don't remember the past few days?

SXO Rocks says:
SO: nope...not a thing...

SCO Jinxx says:
XO: Commander, I have no idea what you want or what I am supposed to say here. As I said I received a message in my office and after that...nothing until I just woke up here.

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::gets him into the brig and helps him sit on a bench before backing out and turning on the field, the phaser turned off now::  SXO:  Then what's the last thing you remember?

XO Webster says:
::nods:: SCO: Ok, we'll start from there.  How long ago was that?

CSO Adrel says:
SCO: Let's say we believe you. Care to explain why WE and not you saw a rash that had different side effects than Chicken pox, why statues where all over, and why YOU acting strangely?


SCO Jinxx says:
XO: Not sure, still cloudy. Let me think a moment.

SXO Rocks says:
SO: its all a bit hazy, I'm sorry, thing I remember is waking up out of a daze, when that thing...you call an XO sat on my foot with her rear

XO Webster says:
::taps foot as she waits::

SCO Jinxx says:
XO: Several days......maybe a week.

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::chuckles lightly::  SXO:  I see.  Then lets start at the beginning.  What was your first assignment?  How did you get to be on this station?

XO Webster says:
SCO: And you have no memory of what happened in that week?

SCO Jinxx says:
CSO: Stop all this! I don't know anything other than what I have told you.

SCO Jinxx says:
::slumps back down to the floor::

SXO Rocks says:
SO: I think I've been here for a bit..

CSO Adrel says:
SCO: We can't stop questioning you, Captain. We need answers.

CSO Adrel says:
XO: I'm wondering if something happened like a time jump now. Could be that the ship from a week ago with the alien infected them and then time jump, and boom to a few hours before we got here. Though that hypothesis is really a stretch. It could be that the beam erased both their memories.

SO Jala-Sanders says:
::leans against the wall with a roll of her eyes::  SXO:  Could you be more specific??

SCO Jinxx says:
CSO: Just take me to sickbay then. Maybe the doc can get your answers.

XO Webster says:
::blinks in confusion:: CSO: Time jump?  ::shakes head:: Tas mentioned the beam may have cured them.  ::turns to the SCO:: SCO: Your doctor is no longer able to help anyone, if you get my meaning.

SXO Rocks says:
::Shakes his head:: SO: nope...can I go now.

SO Jala-Sanders says:
XSO:  Afraid not, sir.  If you'd just help me out here, we'd both get out of here faster.


CSO Adrel says:
XO: I think that it may be it. With a physical and some tests I could be able to check on that and see which is it.

SCO Jinxx says:
XO: What do you mean?

XO Webster says:
CSO: Take the SCO to sickbay and run your tests.

CSO Adrel says:
XO: Aye ::motions to the SCO with her phaser::

SCO Jinxx says:
::gets up slowly and goes with the CSO::

ACTD Chris says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>
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